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A New York Times Bestseller"Arthur Benjamin . . . joyfully shows you how to make nature's

numbers dance."-Bill NyeThe Magic of Math is the math book you wish you had in school. Using a

delightful assortment of examples-from ice-cream scoops and poker hands to measuring mountains

and making magic squares-this book revels in key mathematical fields including arithmetic, algebra,

geometry, and calculus, plus Fibonacci numbers, infinity, and, of course, mathematical magic tricks.

Known throughout the world as the "mathemagician," Arthur Benjamin mixes mathematics and

magic to make the subject fun, attractive, and easy to understand for math fan and math-phobic

alike."A positively joyful exploration of mathematics."-Publishers Weekly, starred review"Each [trick]

is more dazzling than the last."-Physics World
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"Arthur Benjamin shows you that numbers do more than just keep track of things and solve

problems. He joyfully shows you how to make nature's numbers dance. Let his book be your partner

for a lifetime of learning."-Bill Nye, science educator and CEO, The Planetary Society

Arthur Benjamin holds a PhD from Johns Hopkins University and is a professor of mathematics at

Harvey Mudd College. The author of The Secrets of Mental Math, he lives in Claremont, California.

The Magic of Math is a fantastic book, as one would expect from Arthur Benjamin. Benjamin's

enthusiasm shines throughout the book, mathematical ideas are beautifully explained, and each

chapter is surprisingly hard to put down! Moreover, the book is appropriate for many different



audiences, including:-- Anyone who wants a better understanding of what it means to do

mathematics, or wants to see the beauty and creativity inherent in mathematics-- Middle and High

School students who want to see some of the mathematics ``behind the scenes'' of what they're

learning in school-- Burgeoning mathematicians who want to see mathematics beyond the scope of

the grade school curriculum-- Tutors and teachers who want an easy source of fun material to

engage their students-- Anyone who wants to really understand *why* the math they learned in

grade school is true.People familiar with this genre of mathematics outreach books (e.g., Here's

Looking at Euclid, The Joy of X, Love and Math, etc.) often find that many of the books are very

similar, and that their contents tend to overlap greatly. While readers will certainly find common

topics like the Pythagorean Theorem or the Fibonacci Numbers in Benjamin's book, I think they'll

also encounter quite a substantial amount of new material in this book. In particular, Benjamin goes

into more mathematical depth with much of the material he discusses. Further, a quick skim of the

contents reveals a lot of beautiful mathematics that is not commonly in outreach books, including an

especially thorough discussion of exciting topics in a field of mathematics known as combinatorics.

If you're interested in understanding the kind of thinking a mathematician does, then you'll find these

chapters especially novel!At the same time, Benjamin's book is very readable. He clearly motivates

the mathematical ideas he shares, and then proceeds to explain them in concrete and

understandable ways. Of course, as with any good book, this book will make you think! However,

you'll have Arthur Benjamin supporting you along the way, and you'll find yourself learning quite a

bit of mathematics with that support. Benjamin is also sure to include a few optional and sometimes

particularly robust mathematical ideas, but he clearly marks these as ``asides,'' explicitly indicating

to readers that grappling with these ideas is not necessary for understanding the material. Instead,

these aside sections serve to make the book more interesting to people who might reread sections

of the book, or who already have an especially strong background in mathematics.The Bottom Line:

This is a great book that can (and should!) be read by people from a huge variety of backgrounds.

Beautiful mathematical ideas lie waiting to be discovered, and readers will encounter both engaging

prose and crystal-clear mathematical exposition.Disclaimer: I was given a free copy of this book by

the author, though there was neither an expectation nor a suggestion that I write a review

My third grade granddaughter got a D in math! When I squared 81 in my head she was disbelieving

until we did it longhand. Her eyes widened and ensued an excited review of all she had learned in

school and was so excited to share.The book paid for itself several times over from the first few

pages.



I only wish Arthur Benjamin were around when I was struggling with math in high school and

college. Arthur Benjamin's books have changed my life and my perception of myself as a word

person, never a numbers person. Now I am both. The section on magic squares is worth the price of

the whole book, and there is so much more.

I am a huge fan of Dr. Benjamin's and this book doesn't disappoint. A great companion to the Great

Courses' and Dr. Benjamin's Joy of Mathematics.

This is a great book. I wish I had this book way back when I was in middle / high school. I

particularly enjoyed the tips on doing mental math...Great book, I highly recommend it!

HA!!! I'm a student of Number Theory as well as Group Theory and Topology. All I can say is that

this book is a great find! LOL! Wonderful, educational and, yes, truly "Magic." While any Math

aficionado will immediately appreciate this gem, I believe that non-aficionados can be inspired by

reading this book. I shall be re-reading it many times, I'm certain.

Art Benjamin's love and passion for mathematics shine throughout this collection of topics to interest

students of all ages. I wish it had been available during the many years that I taught high school

mathematics.

My 10 year old grandson is crazy about this book!!
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